Recording Preg tests

To record pregnancy tests please follow the steps below.

1. Select Data entry | Preg Tests. You will then be presented with the following screen.

2. Select the test result, the wet or dry status of the cow and who tested and the weeks pregnant if the cow is in calf.

3. Once you have selected all the information to be recorded your screen should look like below.
4. Once you have entered all the information you need to select the animals that you want to record the pregnancy test for. There are two different ways that you can choose animals. The first is to select the animals with the mouse please choose them for the left hand side of the screen and press the button to transfer the animals over to the right hand side of the screen. See picture below for example.
The second is to press the **Add** button. This will ask you to choose the animal you want to add and create a new line on the right hand side or the screen under the pregnancy test information you are about to record. If you have a function in the site options turned on called allow manual animal tag entry when you press the add button you will be given a blank line and you will then be able to type the animals tag in the field. See pictures below for examples of both options.
5. Once you have entered the animals that you want to record the pregnancy test for press the Process button. This will process the pregnancy test information and generate a report to let you know if there were any issues with the Pregnancy test records. See example of report below.